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the film is so busy trying to be a big deal, its
message is so narrow and so conservative,

that it becomes a true loner in the same way
joy chakri was a loner. to get the most out of
this film, you have to be willing to ignore the

film itself, let it lead you where it wants to
go. im not saying that im a hare krishna, im
just saying that you have to be a little crazy

to appreciate this film. crazy for the
message, not crazy for the man. so, where
does hare rama hare krishna fall? its funny,

but i guess it would be accurate to say that it
falls somewhere in the middle. its not as bad

as so many western movies that blindly
stereotype indians, but it doesnt bother to
explain what the hell these guys are doing.
and, to be fair, i never did figure out what
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any of these guys were doing. it was clear
they were not hare krishnas, and i always
had the sneaking suspicion they were just

hipsters who had latched onto the hare
krishna religion because they were just too
cool for school. even so, its not quite as bad
as other indian movies ive seen, but its still a
pretty mediocre film, and at the end of the

day, that doesnt mean much. its an
interesting story, but not one that is

particularly compelling or worthwhile. if you
want to see something good about india, see
devs daag_k_boom_bang_lal_paila, or maybe

ganga jamuna theertha. i wasnt so sure
about this one because of the lead role,
which was given to zeenat aman, but it

turned out to be an interesting movie for the
same reasons hare rama hare krishna was.
zeenat aman was in the right place at the
right time. she plays an indian who gets

trapped in the western world, where she is
abused and manipulated by a series of both

good and bad men. it can be pretty
depressing, but it doesnt mean you have to
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discard the idea of the indian woman as a
victim or that women cant be successful and
happy. hare rama hare krishna isnt exactly

about a wistful subservience, but it is a
movie that suggests that some women are

better off at home and that others are better
off at work. but this movie isnt like ganga

jamuna theertha, or even
daag_k_boom_bang_lal_paila, which follow
this idea to its extreme. there, the women
actually do what they are supposed to do,
and the movies point to the fact that they
could do something else as well. in hare

rama hare krishna, the women arent allowed
to do anything, but they are also not

encouraged to do anything at all.
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the second character is robert, a guy looking
for meaning in life. he meets krishna and has
an immediate connection, and they develop
a friendship that goes beyond that of father
and son, coming to a point where krishna

actually admits to robert that he is actually
krishna, even though robert is more

godfearing than his followers. robert is
looking to find answers to all of life, but

especially questions about meaning,
purpose, and love, although he begins to
realize that the answers he is looking for

may be in his own life, and especially in his
relationships, instead of an external force

that he looks to like krishna. krishna is
interested in finding answers in robert, as
well, and struggles mightily to meet that

goal. in the mid 1970s, as the hare krishnas
grew more mainstream, their music became

a sort of nursery rhyme for gory-eyed
teenagers, particularly the ones who hadn't
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yet made the transition to pot. hare rama
hare krishna became, aside from the "birds"

theme from superman ii, one of the most
famous cover songs. i have to remember
never to take the cover band versions of

cover songs seriously. zeenat is more than
just a talented singer; she has an utterly

distinct voice that a lot of people in the band
can only strive to emulate. the song dum

maro dum actually wasnt even the best song
on the album. the best song on the album is

another cover, a deli reed-penned song
called is bitane is bitane, which was a big hit
not just for dev anand, but also for another
generation-defining artist, bob seays blue

eyes cryin. i thought i had seen it all when i
first came across the 1973 movie guddi. the

movie is completely insane, from the title
character being played by dev anand in
some kind of giant ape suit to the scene
where the ape suffers a psychotic break

from which there is no real hope of recovery.
then i saw this movie again and found
myself once again mesmerized by the
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insanity. the movie starts off as a standard
biopic but turns into something far more

bizarre, something that completely subverts
the reality of the biopic. in a nutshell, guddis

story is about a young boy whose family
moves to bombay (now mumbai) so that he
can go to a fancy private school that has a
doormen (who provide the color and style)
and a swimming pool. once he is done with

school, he moves to a boarding house for the
children of wealthy families. 5ec8ef588b
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